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The weekly newsletters bring the updates on the science, battered and bruised during the pandemic, 
legal updates and impact of activism for a just society, across the world. These are small steps to 
promote Transparency, Empowerment and Accountability – the ethos of the UHO.
Announcement: Membership & endorsements to the UHO invited: https://uho.org.in/member.php
Serum Institute of India gears up to produce vaccines in real time against “Disease X”
Serum Institute of India (SII) in partnership with Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations 
(CEPI) Network which is based in Oslo is geared up to produce vaccines at warp speed to combat the 
pandemic of unknown pathogen, named as “Disease X.”  CEPI is investing $30 million to enhance 
SII’s capacity to produce vaccines within 100 days during this pandemic. 
UHO expresses deep concerns at this development for a number of reasons. Firstly investing millions 
of dollars before even knowing the disease pathogen raises serious conflict of interest on part of both 
the donor and the recipient. They have to produce something having made a handsome investment. 
Secondly, the deadline of 100 days is also unrealistic. No vaccine can undergo complete safety trials 
in such a short time. Even if manufactured in record time trial participants need to be followed up for 
a reasonable duration to study adverse effects, if any. Thirdly, it is a well known principle of 
combating pandemics that during an active pandemic mass vaccination should not be rolled out for 
two reasons. Firstly, the natural infections of pandemic prone pathogens spread much faster than the 
vaccine can reach the masses. By the time vaccine reaches an individual he or she has already 
encountered the pathogen and acquired natural immunity. The Covid-19 pandemic too proved this 
point. Before mass vaccination rollout in the country, majority of our people had antibodies after 
recovering from natural infection. Lastly, mass vaccination during an ongoing pandemic generates 
mutants faster due to vaccine pressure which evade the immunity provided by the vaccine. This too 
occurred during the Covid-19 pandemic. 
The mass vaccination globally during the recent pandemic hardly any impact  on disease transmission
and it is also debatable how many deaths they prevented. 
Another worrying precedence which has been set during the Covid-19 pandemic is the fast-tracking of
vaccine rollout from manufacture to the masses. Prior to the pandemic, no vaccine had been permitted
for market release without undergoing a testing period of four years  which was a record set by the 
mumps vaccine. Establishing the safety of a new vaccine  according to the US government 
recommendation normally used to take 10-15 years. 
Against this background, UHO is of the opinion that the announcement (propaganda?) by SII that it is 
gearing up to produce a vaccine against an unknown disease (Disease X), is mockery of both science 
and common sense. At stake are human lives. 
Arctic Zombie Viruses in Siberia could spark terrifying new pandemic scientists warn
Constant attempts continue to stoke up fear of the unknown. The difference between science fiction 
and science is getting blurred. Scientists who let their imagination run wild are having a field day. 
They are scoring over those who practice serious science based on hard evidence meticulously 
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collected and cautiously interpreted. 
The latest output of this bizarre imagination of “creativity” is the prediction by a group of scientists 
that ancient zombie viruses frozen in the permafrost of the Arctic could trigger terrifying pandemics . 
They attribute this possibility to climate change and global warming. 
Everything under the sun is being blamed on climate change and global warming. UHO is concerned 
that if calls for “terrifying” pandemic turns out bogey, the WHO may declare climate change and 
global warming as a Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) and shut down the 
world and impose draconian restrictions for the common people, while the World Economic Forum 
delegates continue landing for their annual meetings at Davos in their private jets. 
Peer reviewed paper brings out people were misled regarding Covid-19 vaccine trial findings
A peer reviewed paper  published two days ago highlights how people were misled regarding the 
initial Covid-19 vaccine trials and the events after the emergency rollout. The paper reports that while 
the initial reports concluded that the vaccines were safe and effective, review of the initial trial results 
show gross irregularities in the conduct and reporting of these pivotal studies. Reanalysis of the trial 
data identified significant increase in serious adverse events in the vaccinated people. Numerous 
serious adverse events continue to be identified following the mass vaccination including death, 
cancer, cardiac events, autoimmune disorders, neurological issues, clotting disorders and menstrual 
irregularities. The study also reports that the vaccines were not evaluated for safety issues and 
toxicological studies according to laid down safety standards. The paper also raises concerns of the 
high mortality trends worldwide following the mass vaccination rollout. 
This paper assumes special significance in the background of unholy haste by Serum Institute of India
in collaboration with CEPI to produce a vaccine within 100 days on occurrence of a pandemic due to 
“Disease X.” Fools rush where angels fear to tread!
Heart disease deaths rise to a 14 year high in the UK
The United Kingdom is recording  the highest number of deaths in a year in 14 years. Over 39,000 
people died prematurely of cardiovascular conditions, heart attacks, coronary heart disease, and stroke
at an average of 750 people every week. First time in 60 years there is a reversal of trends in heart 
attack deaths. For the past six decades UK showed a falling trend in heart attack deaths as people 
became more aware or risk factors like smoking and lifestyle. The trend has started rising after the 
mass vaccine rollout. 
The British Heart Foundation has said that more analysis is needed to understand what is driving this 
trend. The vaccine continues to be the elephant in the room!
UHO feels that at the Davos meet the WHO and other delegates should have been discussing this 
pandemic of excess deaths all across the world instead of an unknown future pandemic due to an 
unknown “Disease X.” That is, in case they really care about humanity. From their priorities it seems 
they want to divert attention from uncomfortable truths which are rolling out in the aftermath of the 
ham-handed response and hasty interventions in the Covid-19 pandemic. 
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